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Together
Two To Receive First
Honorary Degree
PARK FOREST SOUTH, 111.-A
philosopher and an educator from
Guatemala, who is a professor at Indiana University, and a Chicago public
relations and market consultant will
receive the first honorary doctorates to
be conferred by Governors State
University.
At Commencement July 20, Dr.
Hector Neri Castaneda will receive an
honorary doctor of humanities degree
and Charles A. Davis will receive an
honorary doctor of human services
degr~.

An example for members of the
Latino community who struggle to
overcome- language and cultural difficulties , and a model for GSU students
as one who broke through traditional
socioeconomic barriers, Dr. Castaneda
holds the Mahlon Powell professorship
of philosophy at Indiana University.
having taught at Wayne State
University. He is the founding editor of
NOUS, a prestigious journal for
philosophical research.
"Outstanding Educator of America ..
for the 1974·75.-Year was the distinction
accorded him for his academic world
contriburions in the fields of philsopby
and education. He has a total of more
than 77 journal publications and 7
technical books in philosophy, among
which are "The Structure of Morality"
and " Thinking and Doing : The
Philsophical Foundations of In stitutions."
A former member of the lllinois
Board of Governors of State Colleges
and Universities from 1967 to 1973 who
was instrumental in founding Governors State, Davis is president of
Charles A. Davis & Associates, Inc.,
and executive director of the National
Insurance association.
With the Chicago Daily Defender
previously, he was director of advertising, director of public relations,
city editor, sportswriter, and reporter.
He is also director of Highland
Community Eank of Chicago, president
of a minority investment company, and
vice president of a minority enterprise
small business investment company.
He is a former member of the national
board of directors for the National
Conference of Christians and Jews. He

is president of the Chicago State

University Foundation and a member
of the board of directors for the Chicago
the
Theological seminary and
Comprehensive Health and Hospitals
Governing Commission of Cook County.
Davis studied three years toward a
degree in politcal science, attending
Roosevelt University, University of
Wisconsin extension, and West Virginia
State College after public schools in
Chicago and Chattanooga. He served as
a sergeant in the Army. A son is an
attorney and a daughter is a student at
Sarah Lawrence College.
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Dr. Hector

Castaneda

Charles A. Davi!':

Hurry. Hurry. Hurry. Time
Is O n Your Side
REGISTRATION
is already
ahead of last year for the July/ August
session at Governors State University.
Registration is 2,200, compared with
the final total of 2,160 for the same
session of 1974.
"Clean-up" registration will be July 3
from 1:30 to 8 p.m. for the July/ August
session. The session runs July 7-August
28.
Registration will also be accepted for
the new GSU Child Care center.
Full accreditation of the university
was voted by the North Central
association April 9.
A record high of 3,498 students was
enrolled for the last session.
Elementary, secondary, and college
teachers will have summer learning
opportunities at GSU. Available is a

listing giving descriptions of workshops
and learning modules wbich are
designed to be of special interest to
teachers.
A summer environmental education
institute for junior and senior high
school science and social studies
teachers will be held during the
July/ August session. The American
Society for Ecological Education will
direct the interdisciplinary workshop
as an eight-credit-hour graduate course
designed to provide field experiences,
realistic solutions, and classroom
application to environmental problems.
Each participant must apply to GSU as
a degree or non-degree student.

Continue on p a ge 4
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New Funds Funneled In
South Suburbs Program

IN A SWEEPING MOVE this week
the Community and Economic
Development Association of Cook
County, Inc_ (CEDA > earmarked
$100,000 in funds, several staff members and its local comiounity center as
a base for a more comprehensive approach toward community services in
the Harvey area.
In a joint effort with Governors State
University in Park. Forest South,
CEDA, a private, non-profit umbrella
agency which channels government
funds into community service
programs, is attempting a highly
coordinated, non-partisan approach to
programming for human needs in
Harvey , Bl11e Island, Dixmoor ,
Markham , Posen, Phoenix, and immediately contiguous communities.
The Harvey area is one of the largest
pockets of poverty in Cook County,
according to the 1970 census, with, for
example, 19 per cent of the population
of Phoenix living below the Federally
established poverty level.
Charles D. Hughes Jr., Executive
Director of CEDA, announded the
funding at a conference of Harvey area
business, government, agency and
consumer repres~ntatives held
Saturday at Governors State. CEDA
currently funds about $500,000 in

~

area. Hughes said this funding will
continue, with a thrust toward more
commtmity control and input into the
programs.
Mary Ella Robertson, Vice President
for Community Affairs at Governors
State, listed the University's contributions to the joint effort:
- to establish an outpost of the
University in Harvey, where classes
and cultural events will be offered;
- to donate the time of students and
faculty to help develop and direct the
project;
- to appoint the director of the
progam to a staff position at Governors
State (the person will also hold a CEDA
staff position>;
- and to maintain studies and
research into the particular needs of
the Harvey area.
Hughes stipulated that none of the
$100,000 will be spent on any project
that has not been planned and
developed by representatives of local
government , local business, community service agencies and the con~umers. A steering committee was
formed at the conference to develop
membership for such a broad-based
governing body, which tentatively will
meet July 15.

Continue on page 3

Who Won~••• lt's
A Tiel!
MS. FRANKIE BARNES, a counselor and part of the GSU Student
Service team , presented a forum on
June 26th in the Community Conference
Room. The forum wab entitled,
" Behind every successful man is a
woman."
Dr. Paul Hill, Student Advocate,
participated in the role of judge. To
enable him to fairly judge the debate,
Dr. Hill devised a point system giving
one point for every statement made
that was based on reliable information,
data, etc. to each team.
The 'Pro' team was represented
by : Leo Wagner, CS, Howard White,
CS, and Rosalyn Gillespie, HLD ; the

' Con ' team represented by : Janet
Gordley, HLD, Tom Passmore, BPS.
Joan Traybsza, CS, Frances Flores ,
LRC <Civil Service), and Jean Kalwa .
CS student. Each participant on the
debating teams were given two minutes
to substantiate their statements and
then, a final period of three minutes, for
rebuttal. The audience was given the
opportunity to participate, also.
The audience was sectioned off into
'Pro' and 'Con' seating arrangements,
which resulted in a feeling of unity
between them and the debaters.

Continue on page 3
top of
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The INNOVATOR

Creclo: To boldly go-where no o t he r newspaper has gone before
In pursuit of honesty, falrn ... and truth In all that we publish.

To t he editor
As the impending
parking lot fee assessment
charges draw closer to
reality some unanswered
questions come to mind. I
am fully aware of the fact
that GSU as a state
university · has a right to
assess parking but to what
degree and how is that
monetary figure arrived at
remains a question. How
much is an equHable
amount? And then why not
give the drivers a·n option?

Originally I had heard that
parking facilities closest to
the entrances of GSU would
be assessed while other
facilities would remain
free. This apparently will
not be so. AJJ lots will be
metered with assessment
devices.

Another question. what happens when a person pays
the assessment fee, enters the parking lot, and finds
that there is no empty slots in which to park their auto?
Do t_hey then have to pay a further charge to enter
a nother parking facility?

When one considers the high percentage of the
student body that is currently on some sort of financial
~id r~mains a ~ystery to me as to the logic behind
Instituting such mequitable practices as are being
instituted.
l have heard that the Physical Resource Committee
is beind the assessment fee's standards that are set at
GSU. 1 have also heard that this committee is
composed of students as well as faculty and civil
service representatives, but as to who the students are
and how many they are in number I have no idea . Since
t~e student body may number around 3,000 this fall and
smce there ~r~ more students to be represented than
faculty or c1v1l service employees. l wonder if the

!t

actu.a l number of students representing the student
body in this committee are in ratio to the students they
represent or are they a token number such as two
which seems to be somewhat common to some GSU
committees.
Hopefully. some informed individual will take the
time to respond to my questions and clarify. my
muddled mind. I would like any response directed to
me at the Innovator so that other students who may be
having difficulties with understanding this also may
have it clarified and resolved once and for all. Thank
you.
Janet Gordley

Editor A n sw ers Mystery Pa mphleteer
If anything is apparent within the untried waJls of
GSU is that there definitely is a sickness going on here.
But to point the finger merely seems an extension of
that sickness simply because you may be calling_
somebody else'slshitfunky ,when.YO!U:S is ....and aU that.
results in is a personality conflict of name calling.

Evident of any hidden sickness is the sneaky way it
reveals its venomous head, spitting out slanderous
bullshit that can kill any productive effort or
accomplishment thus far achieved.
A flyer on bright yellow stationery. screaming in
bold caps that "the University is a Degree Mill" bas
found its way up out of this mysterious sickness again.
And to confirm its prevelant malady it presumes to
speak f~r students collectively: " We the students,"
when there are more than thirty-five hundred students
here. That number of students need never stealthily
print some shit and sink back in its own do-do. I mean,
who's fooling who? It sure would be hip to have that
many people wanting lhe same thing.
The only thing I can actually gain from the flyer is it
seems a small group of faked-out people are trying to
pull the string of their own rigid minds to turn this
institution into what most here ho~ it won't
become-so damned structured that it could never
hear the pleas of a student who wanted to turn work in
passed the two-month limit if it was completed.
Thirty-five hundred students just couldn't sign their
own achievement forms. That would be an
administrative problem, not a student one.
Academic standards is just some words that fools

I·-----~------------,I
Feecl lack
I
I
I

_,....._

The Intent and purpose of this "F~~" apace. i~ to provide a
Yiable unbiued approach to hoaat IUid worthwtule commeot
aDd/ or critique of the Unlveralty, 10'11" Co1Je8e, but elpeCially,
''Your" medium of communieatlona; !be. lmlo'fator: lD CCIII1iDg
~~sues tbls open Invitation to atuc~eota pa.rtieu1ady. but aeoerai
population at Jarae, will ltatldawaltlnt your respcae. Feedbact liO
that we Ctbe aWfl milbt D1Gft aa:urat.ely mel polltlvely feed
for-nrd!! !
l . Rate the lDov•tor
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sigh on, because I believe the only prerequisite or
education is learning, however.
The incident of a professor allegedly being verbally
threatened and physically assaulted on a professional
level should have been a learning experience. One is
either sick or awfully serious.
The charges of misuse or student funds is an
overstatement, for alJ the money goes out for students
who simply do not take advantage· of a lot of the
opportunities afforded by their $7.50.
The school paper , put together like most things
around GSU, suffering under all kinds of internal and
external difficulties, is the only tangible thing that
students know they are getting for their $7.50, be it
good, bad, or indifferent. And it's not controlled by
anyone except students, for it is their funds and
publishable material that support it.

And so please remember that the paper the degree
granting is written on ain't worth a dime if a person
with a degree can't fulf'tll his/ her function.
So doo 't fake yourself out. "Free your mind and your
ass will follow, " as the expression goes.
Help yourself, fool!

Faculty Member Find
Student Support
This letter is in response to the article "You Don't
have to be a Hypocrite," in the Innovator , Vol. 4, No.
14, June 23, 1975.
It comes as a great shock a nd an insult to our
intellect · to see such an article published. U a
newspaper is to use as its credo : "To boldly go where
no other newspaper has gone before in pursuit of
honesty, fairness, and truth in all that we published," it
needs to be commended for its high ideals. It should
conform to them!

The inflamatory article attacking Dr. Sandra
Whitaker's professional integrity, reputation and
personal life and system of beliefs is an instance where
the paper misses its mark.
There was no pursuit to establish the {acts. Only one
side of the story was told. Is this honesty and truth? In
her article we have comments like : "it seems to me at
times that," and " I feel that." Such comments are
nothing more than accusations without factual proof
and off the cuff journalism. Such poor reporting does
not fit the professional image of the lnnoyator staff.
An article is not considered fair when it's one-sided
for this is not conducive to objectivity!

~------------------~

It also should be made quite clear that student fees
have been used to provide free transportation to and
from the I.C. station. free typing service, a school bus
and van, a Xerox machine, Keith Smith Memorial
fund, financial aid emergency funds, student clubs, to
name but a few . But student input as to how they want
their funds spent is welcome by the SSAC. It seldom
comes.
I think anyone that sees this university as a disgrace
should immediately leave for it is no doubt he/ she is
the cause.

Most importantly. your highly biased information
1iNtuf• fl>A~r~ in hlt@S.ti"',., h- t<w~ you to make a
.....-m· ~1:7 r.rr
f\-;"TT, n,,.,T"l•~
slanderous and false statement about Dr. .Sandra
Whitaker's role as "Women's Advocate." Dr. Whitaker
is not fake! Dr. Whitaker not only brought the
movement and the accompanying academic material

both to GSU, she also fought for its continuance here
even when her job was in question for doing so. In the
past 3 years hundreds of students and community
mt:"lbers have seen and heard some of the 54
conferences and lectures Dr.Whita.k er has given
nationally and to the community.
· You say it was inconvenient for Dr. Whitaker to
supervise students during. the month oi June. Do you
realize that Dr . Whitaker was given this month not for
vacation, but to do research work regarding women?
Dr. Whitaker undertook this task on the
recommendation of her Behavioral Studies work group
and the HLD college at large.
Dr. Whitaker did not go back on her word. It should
be pointed out that the student in question dropped two
units and picked up two units in an independent study.
Of the 2 units she kept she did not pass the evaluations
given to the class nor did she write the scholarly paper
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"Every Man ... A Woman"
continued

Comm•cement Seating
Limitations

from Page 1
The- final score ·was tied with each
side amassing nineteen points.
The highlight of the event came next
as Ms. Barnes presented the guest
speaker, Dr. Deloris Saunders,
Professor of Elementary and Secondary Education, University of North
Florida, and past UTE professor in

CHLD.
Dr. Saunders spoke of the 'Baby trap'
and its effect on women after they
receive their Baccalaureate Degrees.
For. although most women as well as
men do not even get to college in the
U.S. as statistics will bear out, many
women that do go to college and receive
a Baccalaureate degree stop at that
point and become victims of the baby
trap rather than go on to receive higher
degrees and become participants in the
professional or working world. Deloris
asked "Are we trapped by society's
expectations, or are we really trapped
by our own feelings?"
Dr. Saunders went on to relate the
personal aspects of her own career-goal
achievement and the difficulties she
encountered as a mother, student,
employee, and wife. It is not easy to

achieve what Dr. Saunders has been
able to achieve, but the message is it
can be done.
After the program finished the
participants enjoyed a smorgasbord at
Carson's in the Lincoln Mall.
This is the first of a series of forums
that will be presented by Student
Services.

CEDA

continued from Page 1
The governing body will use CEDA's
Harvey Area Community Serv ice
Center, 14726 S. Oakley Street, Harvey,
as a base of operations. CEDA staff are
on the steering committee and will ..._
work with the governing body to help
develop programming.
Mayer Singerman. mayor of Park
Forest, said at the conference that " this
effort to coordinate_ community services must be non-political and nonpartisan . We must concentrate on what
is done, not who gets credit for what is
done."
LeQnard Borman, Ph.D., associate
with the Northwestern University
Center for Urban Affairs, called for " a
triangle of service" betwee.n Governors
State, CEDA and the community in the
Harvey area. " We must attempt new
and innovative ways to solve these

problems, " he said. Borman addressed
nearly 35 representatives of local
government, business, community
service organizations both local and
state, and a num ber of community
representatives who attended the oneday conference.
In discussing the Harvey a rea's
specific lack of coordination, CEDA's
Executive Director Hughes explained
that communities in southern Cook
County applied for and received the
least amount of Federal funds-yet that
area is where fhe need is perhaps
greatest.
In addition "some agencies are more
concerned with their own survival than
in what they shoUld be surviving for .
Hopefully we can start to change all
that," Hughes said.

THE SOME ·700 DEGREE CANDIDATES will each receive three invitations for family and friends for the
fifth Commencement of Governors
State University, Sunday, July 20.
Seating capacity in the gymnasium
will be limited to 1,100 persons by fire
regulations for each of the two
programs.
Commencement at 1:30 p.m. will be
for graduates of the College of Business
and Public Service, College of Cultural
~-- Studies , and College of Environmental
and Applied Sciences.
Commencement at 4:30p.m. will be
for graduates of the College of Ruman
Learning and Development and the
Board of Governors degree program.
Commencement will bring to about
1,750 the number of students who have
graduated since Governors State
University opened for teaching two
years early in 1971.
A philosopher and educat{)r from
Guatemala, who is a professor at Indiana University, and a Chicago public
relations and market consultant will
receive the first honorary d.o ctora tes to
be conferred by Governor s State
University. Dr. Hector Neri Castaneda
will receive an honorary doctor of

humanities degree and Charles A.
Davis will receive an honorary doctor
of human services degree.
Distinguished teacher awards will be
presented. Previous GSU distinguished
teacher awards went to:
1974-Dr. Warrick Carter of the
College of Cultural Studies, Dr. Donald
S. Douglas of the College of Environmental and Applied Sciences, Dr.
William L. Flodin of the College of
Business and Public Service, and Dr.
William Moore of the College of Human
Learning and Development.
1973-Dr. Cuttie W. Bacon of the
College of Human Learning and
Development, Dr. Robert Press of the
College of Cultural Studies, Dr.
Elizabeth C. Stanley of the College of
Environmental and Applied Sciences,
and Dr. Ralph J . Winston of the College
of Business and Public Service.
1972-Dr. James Joseph Gallagher of
the College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences, Dr. Larry A. McClellan of the College of Cultural
Studies, Dr. Tulsi B. Sara! of the
College of Human , Learning and
Development. and Dr. Geraldine S.
Williams of the College of Business and
Public Service.

Reminder
The Office of Building and Plant Operations has
called to our attention that the State fire regulations
limit the capacity of the gymnasium to 1100.
Accordingly, the number of invitations available to
graduates planning to participate in the July 20th
ceremony will be limited to three rather than the five
previously a nnouced. We apologize for the s hort notice.
Degree candidates should have all tbeir work
completed by the end of the session so that notice of
completion of work can be forwarded from the colleges
to the Office of Admissions and Records by July 7, 1975.

Deem To Act AS P.S.C. President
DR. .THOMAS E. DEEM OF PARK FOREST has
been named acting president of Prairie State College
by the college's Board of Trustees. The: action took
place at the regular board meeting of June 26th. Dr.
Deem fills a vacancy created by the resignation of
president Ashley Johnson, effective June 30th, and will
serve as acting president until a new president has
been identified and is on campus.
Dr. . Deem is on leave from Governors State
University in Park Forest South, where he has been
serving as University Professor of Higher Education,
with responsibilities for Cooperative Education and
more recenUy, Community College Relations.
Deem received his Doctorate in Educational
Administration from the University of Illinois in 1969 ;
a _MJlster in Educational Administration from Purdue
Uruversity in 1954; and a Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration from Indiana University in
1948. Prior to that, he had earned a Bachelor of Naval
Science from Holy Cross College and served as a naval
supply officer in both World War 11 and the Korean
War.
His teaching experience includes 3 years at Tipton
High School in Tipton, Indiana ; 8 years at Bloom High

Mary Jo To Di.r ect
1 1

1 Do 1 11 Do
LOCKPORT-"l DO ! I DO !," a musical about
marriage, opens at 8 p.m . Thursday, July 10 at the
Tangerine Tent Indoors.
" l Do! I Do!" plays July 10-13, 17-20 and 24-27.
Performances are at 8 p.m . Thursdays, Fridays and
Sundays with two shows on Saturdays at 6:30 and 9:30
pm.
The Tangerine Tent, community theatre sponsored
by Lewis University, has moved indoors for this
summer's season of productions.
Audiences have been enjoying the comfort of airconditioning in a temporary theatr e on the Lewis
campus on Route 53 in Lockport.
Admission to " I Do! I Do !" is $3 for adults and $2.50
for students and senior citizens.

~ri!~~~~:o~~l:,to~b~a::~:~ ~:~~~ :~f~~= rt

"I Do ! I Do'" was written by Tom Jones and Harvey
Schmidt, who also composed the score for "The
Fantastics.•·
_Based on ''The Fourposter," a c.o medy by J an de
Hartog. " I Do ! I Do!" follows a couple from their
wedding through the forty years of their marriage.
As the original title suggests, the musical takes place
around the fourposter where the couple decides the
major issues of their lives through tears, laughter,
song and dance.
The couple
is of
played
by Mike Zigrossi of Joliet and
Marie
Kunovic
Chicago.
Mary Jo Willis, a faculty member of Harper College
in Palatine, is directing " I Do! .I Do! '.'. In recent
summers at the Tangerine Tent, Ms. Willis directed "A
Thousand Clowns,'' "Wait Until Dar~" and " Oliver!"
"Godspell," the m usical based on the gospel
. according to St. Matthew, is continuing at tb~
'l'~Hne Tent lndbors June 29 and July u . ' ' '
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School and the original Bloom Community College·
and 1 year at Gove.m ors State University. In additio~
to classroom leaching, Dr. Deem has been an active
coach and head coach in basketball, tennis, golf and
footbC~ll .
. Dr. Peem's educational administration experience
mcludes athletic direction at Tipton High School·
counseling administration at Bloom High School ;
department head responsibilities at Bloom Community
College: academic dean at Lake Land College
Mat~oon, lllin_ois ; president of Yakima College:
Yakima, Washmgton ; and president of Logan College
Carterville, Ulinois.
'
In addition to his education administration and
teaching experience, Dr. Deem has been an accountant
with General Electric Co., Schenectady, New York ; a
salesman with General Electric Supply in Cleveland
Ohio: and a system and procedures analyst with
Haynes SteUite Co., Kokomo, Indiana.
In announcing the appointnentment of Dr. Deem
Prairie State College Board of Trustees president
Patrick Parisi indicated that Deet:n will assume the
.responsibilities of acting president of Prairie State
College on July 1st. Dr . Deem is not a candidate for the
full presidency of the college.
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"THE MARTYRDOM OJ" THE BAB A Creative Tribute by a Jazz Musician''
will be presented on Wednesday, July 9,
1975 · at noon in the Community Con. _ference Center. The Governors State
University Baha' i Club is sponsoring
this appearance by Mr. Warren Kime,
who will relate the feelings of a sensipve musician relative to the creative
pow,er of the "Hera)d of a New Age."
Mr. Kime bas been a very prominent
jazz musjCian for many years having
appeared with the Ray Anthony band
and the Ralph Marterie band. He has
also appeared as accompanist for Ella
Fitzgerald, Tony Bennett and Nancy
Wilson as well as appearances at the
Dr-ake Hotel with Dick Judson. At the present time he is working in the
commercial recording field as a
producer and arranger as well as
professional appearances as a
musician. Mr. Kime wrote the music
'and lyrics for a Baha'i album "Children
of Time." He and hi!! partner ilt that
time·, Arthur Lauer-, Jr., did the
arr(!nging for this album.
Being a Baha'i, Mr. Kime is ap-

-··

Tryout For U.S.O.
Tour July 7-14th
TRYOUTS FOR THE USO overseas tour of
Governors State University will be July H4.
Singers, dancers, and musicians-combo will try out
from 3 to 5 and 6 to 8 p.m. in music room B2205 of the
College of CUJtural Studies.
Japan, Taiwan, Philippines, Korea, Guam, and '
. Okinawa will be the eight-week tour beginning in
October.
All expenses will be paid by the United States
De~tment of Defense.
Further information may be obtained by telephoning
(312) 534-5000, ext. 2441.
AUonso Sherman will be director.
Dr. Sherman, Dean of the College of Cultural
Studies, was also tour director for "Ethnic Soul '72,"
the first GSU-USO show tour of the Far East.. A
musical variety show portraying America, there were
fast-paced 75 minutes including 11 scenes of beat
musk, lively dances, elaborate costumes, and simple
sets picturing soul geography from New Orleans
Mardi-Gras to San Francisco and from Nashville and
Memphis to Chicago, as well as ·'Fiddler on the Roof"
and Negro spirituals:
Dr. Sherman also directed the Southern University
USO show tour, " Creole Varieties, " in 1968 !rom Baton
Rouge to Newfoundland, Greenland, Iceland, and
Labrador.

pearing at Governors State University
as part of a special observance of a
Baha'i Holy Day marking the 125th
anniversary' of the Mfu.tyrdom of the
Bab. Mi.rza -~Ali Muhammad, a young
Persian who~ the title of the Bab, or
Gate,.-prepared the way for the unfolding of the Baha'i Faith. From 1844
until His martyrdom on 9 July 1850 }!e
urged His followers to become
spiritually and morally distinctive and
to prepare for the appearance of the
Promised One whose return is
prophesied in all religio.ns. For His
teactilngs of love and:obedience to God
the ~ligious and politi~ leaders
- became alarmed and He was imprisoned. The people were encouraged
to attack His followers, over 20,000 of
whom were put to death. Finally
convinced that only.the death of the J3ab
would stop the spread of His movement
and its teachings, the authorities
sentenced Him to be executed. This
sentence was carried out at noon on 9
July 1850 by a firing squad in a public
square in Tabriz, Iran.
In 1~ Baha 'u'Uah, the ProphetFounder of the Baba 'i Faith, announced
that He was the one whosti'-advent the
Bab foretold. Baha'u'llah stressed the
urgent need for soci~l ~orm and
spiritual regeneration. The basic
teaching of the Baha'i Faith is that an
mankind is one and must c~perate and
unite on a world scale to .achieve the
goals of the "Kingdom of God on
Earth" every divine messenger bas
promised.
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GOVERNORS STATE
UNIVERSITY

CHILD CARE
CENTER
FULL-TIME,
PART-TIME,

_university announcements , and
speakers' bureau are other activities.
Susan Woodham is information officer.
Publications include university
brucbures, bulletin, catalog, and staff
weekly newsletter " Faze F'. Joan
Lewis is publications editor.
News relations cover information for
newspaper, nagazines, radio, and
television as well as a four-year-old
monthly news digest for community
communicators, area legislators,
educations, and other thought leaders.
John Canning is assistant director of
the office with responsibility for these
activities.
Ginni Burghardt is secretary of the
office of university relations, which is
in tfie administration area O"'. the third
floor of the Phase I university facilities.

service commisSIOner and two
university professors in the College of
Business a nd
Public
Service
Wednesdays from 12:30 to 3:20 p.m.
A policy of admitting «special nondegree students" is also in effect at
Governors State Upiversity.

.. .

DROP-IN
PROGRAMS
AGES 3 TO 12
8 A.M. TOll P.M.
MONDAY-FRIDAY

CALL 534-5980
OR
STEVEN HELLER
481-9546

~

I .

theater

cont. from Pg. 1 Hurry
Play production at the high school
and jmlior high school level will be a
learnin g module offered. ' ;Play
P roduction in the SeCQndary School''
willi><' Tuesdays-and Fridays from 9-:30
lo 11:30 a .m.
''Working in the PubliC' SectQr" will
be team taught'by'·a Cook .county civil

•··

GSUsummer

What's In A Name
The office of university relations is
the new name for-what. was formerly
the office of communications at
Governors State University.
New and expanded activites of the
office made the name change advisable
to better describe what the office does.
The office will c.o ntinue to report to the
university president.
The office of university relations
includes development! fund raising,
thrOugh the Governors State University
Foundation, and alumni relations,
through the GSU Alwnni association.
Both programs and administration are
the responsibilities of William H. Dodd,
acting director of the _office.
The information office at the
university entrance, tours, " Info line"
teleohone (312) 534-0033 of recorded

The remains of the Bab are interred
at the World Center of the Baba'iFaifh
in Haifa, Israel in a beautiful shrine on
Mount Carmel. The anniversary of His
martyrdom is observed each year by
Baha' is around the world.
The program is open to the public and
all are invited to attend. There is no
admission fee.
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Bi-Lingual Bi~Cultural Program Launched
In H.L.D.by Robert A. Blue
THERE ARE A few occasions when an exceptionaJ
person is given justice and recognition for
contributions to society and individuals alike. We the
INNOVATOR publications solicit and open our pages
to such individuals for the information and education of
our readership.
The INNOVATOR would like to present to you a
person who is about doing something positive for the
university and society at large.
Dr. Vinicio H. Reyes has joned H_L.D. as the new Bi·
lingual Bi-Cultural projects coordinator. "G.S.U. is a
good ·site for the development of a Bi-Lingual BiCultural program" says Dr. Reyes. His educational
interest extends back to his native Quito Equador in
South America where be was a high school principal
for 3 years.
" The real issue in Bi-Lingual Bi-Cultural education
is not just a linguistc one but rather a cultural one"
explains Dr. Reyes, who was subjected to a bit of
'cultura~ bias' upon arrival to the U.S.

Dr. Reyes, a 'professional' in Equador was not
received as such by various educational institutions
here as he sought admission to continue his own
educational aspirations. After submitting his
credentials to various universities, Loyola of Chicago
accepted him in the masters' program there where be
got his doctorate degree.
Dr. Reyes perceives a need to train instructors and
administrators in the Chicago school system making
them aware of the needs and mechanics of setting up a
program and also teaching strategies for the
implementation of such an approach.
_ The first program be initiated was at the La Fayat.te
Bi-Lingual center on the north side of Chicago lasted
for 3 years. At this center be developed over 40 new
program areas assisting schools and the community in
developing new programs for the Latino students.
After his initial efforts Dr. Reyes became the
Coordinator of aU Bi-Lingual Bi-Cultural program on
the North side.

Although his major emphasis thus far in program
development is outside the university Dr. Reyes is
currently developing programs for HLD hoping- to
attract Latino students from the surrounding areas
such as Joliet, Chicago Heights and DeKalb.
One of the points stressed by Dr. Reyes is " The
curriculum must adapt to the specffic needs of the nonEnglish student thereby making it culturally relevant
not forced upon them." . He states that his programs
are well received by the communties in which they are
implemented.
Interested students in intercultural studies may
benefit greatly by becoming exposed to the methods
espoused by Dr. Reyes. Copies of his document BiLingual BL-Cultural Education: The Chicago
Experiment may be ordered at a cost of $3.00. Send
cbeclt or money order.
The address Bi-Lingual Bi-Cultural Education; P.O.
Box 7838 Chicago, D1inois 60680.

I.S.H.A. editor new pro.
PARK FOREST SOUTH, 111.-New
editor of the Journal of the illinois
Speech and Hearing assOciation is a
Governors State University professor.
John Lowe III will also serve on the
executive committee of the association
during his tw<ryear appointment as
editor.
The association is the state
professional organization for speech
pathologists and audiologists, who
provide rehabilitative services for
persons with speech, language, and
hearing disorders.
Dr . Lowe de veloped the
communication disorders area in the
College of Human Learning and
Development at Governors State
University as a university professor of
communication science. This area
trains speech pathologists at the
master's degree level; graduates are
eligible for certification from both the
IUinois Office of Education and the
American Speech a nd Hearing
association.
Dr. Lowe came to GSU in 1972 from
the Capper Foundation for Crippled

John Lowe 111 . H.L.D.
pro . Comm Sci.
Children. where he was a member of
the advisory council for the early
education of the handicapped project.
He received his PH.D. and M.A. from
University of lllinois and B.S. from
Eastern Illinois University.

Mary Endres To Leave G.S.U.
Dr. Mary Endres, Governors State Universitv's
University Vice President, Academic Affairs and
University Professor of Early Childhood Education
\\ill become Vice President Emeritus March 10, 1976
the rllinois Board of Governors of State Colleges and
_Universilies announced June 12 at Springfield.
Dr. Endres wil! have served almost four years as
GSU's Vice President and will be taking an early
retirement. From 1933 to 1955 she served as teacher
and administrator in McDonough and McHenry counties
and from 1944 to 1955 as superintendent of schools, first
in McHenry county and then in Woodstock, illinois
Dr. Mary Endres DistrictlO.Froml955until1!772Dr.Endresservedon
.
the administrative and teaching staffs of Purdue
Vice Pres ~ • A c c University, also serving Irom 1960 to 1964 in Paltistan
ademic Affairs .and Nigeria.
.
Dr. Endres has won ·western Illinois Univer sity's
We are go~ng to Distinguished Alumna award and an award for
miss y 0 u • G 0 0 d Distinguished Teaching at Purdue University.
At GSU she has been active in all academic affairs as
luck
well as in community service including the Park
INNOVAT OR
Forest South Joint Planning Committee.

"Sa•e eltl sftr1···'''' effertl IS a case of ••isiey
a1tl s••• tlass •tl4s if we clear out 11owl"

G.S.U. Alienation Study
A study of alienation in the GSU open
learning environment was conducted
by HLD professor Walt Ostermann. The
following hypotheses with respect to tbe
internal state of atienation at GSU,
were verified by the data collected.
The conclusions obtained in the study
were arrived upon after evaluating the
results of the Dean Alienation Scale, ( a
test designed to measure alienation of
human beings in relation to certain
situations. ) Ostermann administered
the test to 44 GSU faculty members and
133 students " reasonably equally
distributed in the four colleges."
The test results bore out the
formation of the following trends at
GSU.
l . There is a negative correlation
between advancing age and the
components of alienation.
2. There is a negative correlation

between advancing age and the
components of minority and nonminority students and faculty with
respect to alienation. In other words
minority students and faculty tend to be
more alienated than non minority
faculty and students.
3. People who are vocationally or.
professionally involved at GSU tend to
be more alienated than those who are
not.
4. The longer that people have been at
GSU the more alienated they tend to
become.
5. Full time students are more
alienated to the GSU environment than
are part time students.
6. The faculty attitude as to if GSU
has realized it's mandates, remains
uncertain.
7. The degree of alienation is greatest
in EAS, next BPS, CCS, and HLD.

Stillman Elected President of G.S.U. Foundation
RONALD G. STILLMAN has been
elected president of the Governors
State University Foundation. He is
president and chairman of the board of
A.R.S. Builders, Inc., of Matteson.
James M. Patterson of Standard Oil
Company <Indiana> was elected vicepresident: Lewis Manilow of New
Co mmunity Enterprises, vicepresident at-large ; Mrs. Mary Dineen
of Park Forest. · secretary: Robert
Goo<ll1on of the Bank of .Homewood,

treasurer, and Mrs. Esthel Allen and
Dr. Thomas Layzell of Governors State
University, assistant secretary and
assistant treasurer, respectively.
William G. Karnes, chairman and
president of Beatrice Food Company, is
honorary chairman.
Elected to the Foundation board of
directors were Stillman, Patterson,
;\1anilow, :\1rs. Dineen. Goodson ,
Karnes: Carney and David Barr of
Charles Barr Associates; Harold C.

Carlstead of Harold C. Carlstead &
Company: John Horrigan of Beverly
Bancorporation; Daniel Kaplan of First
Bank of Park Forest South; Jeffrey R.
Ladd of the illinois Board of Governors
of State Colleges and Universities;
James Lund of Matteson-Richton Bank,
and Mrs. Carol Polk of Olympia Fields.
The Governors State University
Foundation, according to its articles of
incorporation, is:
" To· be a not-for-proft, wholly

c h a rlt a b 1e a n d e d u c a ti on a 1
organization and assist in developing
and increasing the facilities of
<rl!vernors State University for broader
educational opportunities for and
service to its students, alumni, and
citizens of the State of Illinois and of the
United States by encouraging gifts of
money, property, works of art,
historical and other material having
educational , artistic or historical
value."
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by Jacquie Lewis

those who are simple and quiet enough to receive it. Inside myself there is no
beginning of of yoga. It's a beginning and an endless thing. Yoga is literally life,
mv life !··
On the wall in the Ashram is a picture ~f Lavada's guru. She looks up to it and
begins to relate a story be once told her. The fountain next to her trickles
enchaningly and a pensive look comes over her circular face. " In the Ganges
River there is this statue thatfor centuries has faced easl People have trave.led
from around the world to look at that statue. They have said that great wisdom
comes from the-e.asl A few years ago they came out one morning and•the statue
was facing west. They have no idea how it got there, they do not know the
history of the statue. Today, according to my beautiful teacher, the great souls
that have been in the east for centuries, that have retained the wisdom and
knowledge of yoga are now in the west. It will now for the next number of
centuries, the wisdom that we associate as coming from the east, will be
coming from the west. Because the souls that have retained it are now
incarnate here."
Aside from offering classes in six different kinds of yoga Lavada offers
courses in astrology, meditation, and dream study. She wilJ be having seminars
with lectured and participation called, " Male-Female Interpersonal Relation,· ·
Creative Parent-Child Relating," a nd " Esoteric Philosophy of Love and
Marriage. " On hypnosis she says, " I try to talk everybody out of hypnosis. I
have people that come to me and want age-regression. I'd much rather take
that person and teach them to recall their lives consciously than to be
hypnotized. This fall I am going to teach a course on past-liie recall. "
In her classes Lavada tells her pupils, "Get in that world and do what you
came here to do." She explains, "The time of the cloisered life is past. It doesn't
take too much to be totally God-attuned when you're sitting in a cave. You don't
have to ride the train everyday and you don't have to put braces on the
chHdren's teeth.''
For the beginner in yoga Lavada suggests 'The Sponge' which is merely lying
down and becoming totally relaxed,literally becom ing like a sponge. In fact all
of us can start our yoga right now. Pull out that stale stick of gum that has been
sitting in your pocketfor the past week and CHEW! Lavad!J says, "You're born
with six little glands that God gave you for nothing else in the world than to
secrete enzymes to help you to metalolize your food. The only way to keep them
alive is to CHEW, CHEW, CHEW !"'

Want to pass that next test? Simply lie down on the floor, roll back, and stand
on your shoulders. That's yoga according to Lavada at the Ashram, 393 Forest
.
Boulevard, in Park Forest.
When I walked into the Ashram there sat Lavada on the floor. She was barefooted, with legs crossed, and behind her stood a bamboo screen with pictures of
butterflies pasted on it. She doesn't strike one as the typical ads that most of us
have seen for yoga. Slender bodies that bend and mold into pretzel postures is
not a portrait of Lavada. She is round and plump. She explains how the chic ads,
coupled with a jet-setter image are more publicity than fact. "Yoga does not
make you thin. It helps your weight to be more normal. It stimulates the glands
to secrete properly. Yoga keeps the spinal column flexible, the muscles
beautifully flexible and firm. ConsequenUy the mind stays flexible."
Lavada is a sensitive individual who laughs easily and often but in a more
serious moment she contemplates on the year old Ashram which is an offshoot
of the Kriya Yoga Temple on North Michigan Avenue in Chicago. She says, "I
think I'm going to cry" as she reflects on her guru, Goswami Kriyananda, who
started her in yoga eight years ago. " He is supporting me spiritually. He is
encouraging me with his whole heart and all of his being in what I'm doing here.
This place, what it accomplishes and represents .... " A tear then emerges out of
the corner of her eye and rolls down her round face as she takes a quiet moment
and struggles to continue. " This is my offering to God. It's my effort or gift in
gratefullness to my guru."
Lavada has also taken classes on psychology, nursing, and studied hypnosis
with Ed Baron from the Hypnotism Institute of Chicago. She leans her·head to
the side and expresses her concept on this. "I have in my opinion a better basis
on which to relate to you creatively than anyone I know because I can do it from
so many angles. f'm aware of so many things and somehow it makes me a
whole person. I have learned to be a more real person. I am the realest person I
know. People that are around me a lot tell me I'm always the same.·'
Lavada says that no one really knows how old yoga is and defends her
philosophy. "To this being it is of no consequence how old it is, where it came
from. It is here now; it is in my life now. And I can help you to have it in your life
now. I am very anti-history. 1 am a here-now person. t know that there are
records of over 5,000 years, manuscripts that have been proven to be over 5,000
years old with yoga postures on it but I feel the ultimate truths come through

for those special problems
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-LATEST TEST
Censorship of the press has become a reality at GSu.
Within a two week period last month, Dr. William
Engbretsen sent two edicts the Office of Student
Publication, (the Innovator) ordering the paper not to
print anything concerning two highly contrevorsial
issues involving faculty and administrative members
of the GSU community. Innovator reporters who were
working on these stories were forced to hold the
material that they bad compiled for publication.
Here to fore we as a newspaper have not been
restricted in the material that we choSe for publication.
We are interested in finding out how students who read
the paper feel about the material that appears in the
paper being subject to administrative approval.
If President Engbretsen must be concerned with
hushing up student perceptions of upheave! in his
administrative and faculty regime, then one might
conclude that these situations have the potential of
causing grave embarassment for the ruling class in the
university.
We are interested to know your opinion as to why
president Engbretsen bas taken this tack. We are also
interested to know how you feel about censorship of
your student newspaper. Let us know how you feel
about these issues by submitting your opinions in
writing at the Innovator Office, or by giving your paper
to any member of the Innovator staff.
Freedom of the press is a right granted to all
Americans in the Bill of Rights of the American
Constitution. U we do not have freedom of the press at
GSU, is this constitutional?
Life is
Free
Constant awakening
Playing games
Life is
A bridge needing to be crossed
A play needing actors
Flying kites
Life is

The Innovator
is the student ~ication of the Governors 'State ~niversity. l~ has been and ~~e
will remain the objkt of criticism from the Yniverstty com~mty for no~ coverulg
events that some members of the community may consider top: We started wath hardly
any staff ltttl~ ~Y and little news items. But we- don't think that this excuse holds
any wa~, particu,ttly ~hat we serve a ~mun_itv of
_and.kindly people. In o~r
to bring to the p.~blic, eye events and tdeft, tn ~~ Untllerslty and ~ - surrouAda~
communities we are appealing to au ·members to wnte for~ INNOVATOR, work '"
its office, photogfaph events in t he ·areas that we ~·-~~-live in, and generafly to
support it as their·paper. Also aside from purely engagang an ·~~ ~nd answ:en relevant
to academics, we deal in people ·a'nd their business. We aec.pt tndiVtdual 8!'ftcles, r~
obituaries, announce child-births, help convey ~ to lovers, ~ ones and
acquaintances far and near. We: also will advertise your product·at relattveJy moderate
cost to you.
0
·
Support your university newspaper. Wr~ for the.. INN~VAT R .. ~ e~pene~ as .
needed. However, ~he decision ~·what Should be pu_b hshed at a g1ven tame rernams
the· ultimate decision of the management staff .o f the· INNOVATOR.
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Knowing people rich or poor
Having a friend who will
never let you down
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CO-OP INFORMER
On a recent visit to the United States Office of Education in
Washington, D.C., I found our three G.S.U. Co-op Ed. students
performing their jobs very well. I spoke with various members of the
professional staff In U.S.O. E . They Indicate a desire to have other
G.S. U. students Co-op In their offices in the near future.
The Co·op positions in the U.S.O. E . are for six (6) months. The pay is
based on the yearly salary of a G.S. 4 ($7,800) and is open only to
undergraduates. Since the U.S. Civil Service Office will be performing
an audit of all U.S.O. E. positions, the earliest these positions will be
available is September, 1975. If you have an interest in these positions,
please contact Burl Collins in Room D120A.
In addition, we are continuously receiv ing requests from potential
employers for the credentials of G.S.U. graduates who have not
established a credential file with our office. As a result, we cannot
forward any information about these students. We also have received
a request from an area community college for resumes of recent
graduates for various teaching positions in English, Social Science,
Nursi ng, and Psychology. We could only respond to this 24 hour
request by providing them with those students' resumes In our files . So
get those credential files established, Friends, because when that job
you are searching for is available, the job will not search for you; you
must search for it.

JL-2-SC
MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT
PERSON- Degree
required.
Good Communication skills
necessary . Work shifts. No
physical work Involved. Will
train. S190 per week.
JL-1-LF
WET CHEMIST . experience in
classi cal, analytical techniques.
Located in Idaho.
JN-48-SC
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS · Teach 7th
grade . Illinois Teaching
Certificate requred. Minimum 18
hours in Math.
JN-47-SC
PRE -SCHOOL TEACHER ·
Salary is S550 with fringe
benefits. Lunch provided. Early
childhood education not essential
but preferred. Experience In
teaching in open classroom at
preschool level is essential.
JN~-SC

PROJECT
COORDINATOR,
Helping Teachers and students
deal with conflict. Grade level : K
- 12. Supervisory cerliflcation or
preparation needed, supervisory
experience, social science or
other related background,
experience with affective
education. Salary negotiable.
Starling date is August 1, 1975.
JN-45-SC
EDUCATIONAL VACANCIES ·
Gifted Program Coordinator,
School Psychologist, Attendance
Counselor, Social Worker .
Distr ict Posit io ns. School
Journalism, Vocal Music (High
School Positions) . Junior High
Title I Reading Teacher and
Elementary and Junior High
Teacher Aides.

JN-38-BC
JN-44-JW
PLANNING AIDE I · Need
INSTRUCTOR OR ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR in Anatomy . drafting and graphics skills to
prepare maps, lay out reports
Physiology and / or General
and assist in the illustration of
Loology. Teach laboratories.
plans. Responsibilities include
M .S. required. Preference will be
limited design work as well as
given to applicants who possess
work involving data compilation
some teaching experience .
and organization for various
Applications accepted up to July
research studies. Background in
16, 1975. College located in
urban design and site planning
Wisconsin.
preferable. BA . BS degree NOT
JN-43-JW
required. Starting salary is
FIRE SCIENCE INSTRUCTOR .
$10,113.
Bachelor's Degree in Fire
Science or F ire Science JN-37-JW
Technology preferred. Minimum
CLIMATE
CONTROL
of 2 years of significant TECHNOLOGY INSTRUCTOR
experience in a State, Federal, at Jr. College Level in Dlvls.ion of
County or Municipal Fire Meehan lea I
Technology ,
pr'otection or preventive agency. Occupational Education.
Applications accepted through Master's degree in related field
July 18. Located in Michigan.
to Climate Control Technology or
JN-42-SC
equivalent technical education or
ENGLISH AND READING work experience with at least five
TEACHER - Maximum security years experience In business or
male institution. Could have industry In Air Conditioning,
elementary or secondary level Heating and Refrigeration.
teaching certificate with training Salary scale begins at $10,400.
in english and read ing. Starling Deadline to apply is July 12, 1975.
salary is $11,62& for 12 mos.
THIS POSITION IS LOCATED
school with two week vacation
IN MICHIGAN.
and state holidays.
JN-36-SC
JN-41-CT
AUDITOR - willing to travel.
WORK STUDY POSITIONS (2) Start September 1, possibly
at a day care school. Date for sooner.
starting in September . JN-35-JW
Arrangements to made before Dl RECTOR OF WOMEN'S
July 10, If possible.
PROGRAMS. Masters In Student
JN-3!-SC
Personnel or equivalent
SOCIAL WORKER needed for experience. Plan and coordinate
new teen center to open in near seminars and workshops,
future. Must be able to work with develop a diagnostic program
age group 14 - 18 and have had desi gned to meet the needs of
some experience In working with women, coordinate and supervise
teens. May be full time or on a the activities of the Women 's
consultant basis. Must have a Outreach Centers, etc.
B.A.

FREE : Hour long lecture on
FOR SALE : WASHER &
Transcendental Meditation Tues.
DRYER. APARTMENT SIZE.
July 1 at Park Forest Public
Used only one year. Both for $150.
Library. 1 PM and 7 PM.
Call 748-6162.
E~pecia fly for those who have
already
attended an introductory
FOR SALE: SEARS 225 cc
Motorcycle. Needs battery. $170. lecture or have viewed Merv
Griffin TV show Monday June 30
Call 448-1825.
at 8 PM, Channel32. Call 957-0270
wANT E D
F EM A L E or 748-9457 for more i nformation.
R0 0 M M A T E.
SHA R E
SALE:
AUTOMATIC
apartment in Steger. Reasonable FOR
rent. Own room. Call 756-1316 WASHER & DRYER. apartment
size. used one year. $135 for both.
evenings only.
call GSU EXT. 2481 or 748-6162.
SAPPHO HAS DONE IT AGAIN I
Produced six beautiful, part- FOR RENT: 4-room apartment.
Siamese kittens who
be refr., stove, oak floors, lge.

FOR SALE: 1 set Golf Clubs with
bag & some covers. FREE balls.
Complete with woods, Irons,
Putter. One Golf Cart. 2 new
football paddings for kids. 1 new
leather football with Tee. call
Schapiro. GSU ext. 2198. Mon/ Fri
between 4 PM and m idnight.
FOR SALE: Speaker enclosure
only. provincial Fruitwood.
$55.00. Craig reel-record Play 2
speed battery AC/ DC. $35. 1
Montgomery
Ward
Stereo
Phonolamp with 2 remote
speaker systems. 532.00 Call
Schapiro ext. 2198 between 4 PM
and midnight. Mon/ Fri.

J6i)(J1"·1wo

Mint condition. Leather interior.
Aluminum body, 5-speed $5800.
call 757-5024. Weekends only.

will

JN-34-JW
VARIOUS
TEACHING
POSITIONS, out of state.
Instructor, Department of Arts &
Letters ; Director, Learning
Resources Center ; Nurse
Educator ; Dean of Academic
Programs; Data Processing
Faculty Positions; and MaternalFamily Nursing Instructor.
JN-33-JW
VARIOUS
TEACHING
POSITIONS, out of state.
English , French/ Spanish,
Humanities, F ine Arls, Business;
Graduate Assistantships and
Fellowships for stude nts
pursuing MS in teaching
Chemistry; Criminal Justice
Program instructor; Dental
Hygiene Instructor ; Music
Instructor ; and Nursing
Program.
JN-32-JW
ASSISTANT TO VICE
PRESIDENT
FOR
CURRICULUM
AND
INSTRUCTION . Minimum of
B. A. with some business
experience. 48 week position. Aid
in development and coordination
of off-campus instrudlon, work
with others in developing Input
for the budget, coordinate agenda
preparation, prepare minutes,
etc.
JN-31-JW
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES · Master' s degree
and some experience In student
activities . Responsible for
administration of social, cultural,
recreational co-curricular and
extra curricular programs,
developing and implement rules
and regulations for student
act i v i t ie s
program ,
administration and coordination
of the college activities,
calendar, etc.

REDUCED SJOOO. PARK
FOREST SO. TOWNHOUSE. 4
BR. 2-112 baths. carpeted. full
smnt. air. dw. ref. w / d . owner
moving. 534-0785 or 727-6534.
WILL SHARE apartment Male or
Female. $100/ month. Matteson.
Phone after 5 PM 747-0258.
A REAL JEWEL at only $2.4,500.
Will bargain down . 1-br.
condominium in Hazelcrest. All
electric, fully carpeted, new
drapes, all new appliances.
Tennis courl. Club house &
Olympic-si ze pool. Call 957-MSl.
APARTMENT: Will shar~ deluxe
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JN-30-JW
ACCOUNTING
Instructor.
Masters preferred. Apply by July
31.
JN-29-JW
FACULTY POSITIONS - Art,
Business
Communications
( Reading) , Data Prpcesslng ,
Law Enforcement, Industrial
Management and Secretarial
Science. Apply by July 31, 1975.
JN-28-SC
TEACH Physical Science
(Chemistry and Physics) and
Boys P.E . or Health. This is one
position.
JN-27-BC
JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT - Have
B.A. and 12 hours of accounting.
General ledger and profit loss.
Responsible for obtaining
information via telephone.
JN-26-BC
PROGRAM ANALYST . Three to
four years experience in D.O.S.,
COBAL, CICS, BAL, JCL, CRT,
with business application in disc
and tape using and IBM s/ 360.
Person responsible for
developing CRT on line order
program.
JN-25-SC
H.S. BUSINESS EDUCATION
INSTRUCTOR • Have Illinois
State T~acher's Certificate,
major in Business education or
accounting, minor in Math;
assist in football.
JN-24-JW
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR ,
STUDENT FINANCIAL AIDS · A
m inimum of 2 years of financial
aid administration required.
Bachelor's degree plus
experience. Start September 1.
Located in Indiana.
JN-23-SC
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Responsible for office,
personnel , data collection,
management, service intake,
purchasing, bookkeeping and
secretar ial duties.
JN-22-SC
ADMINISTRATOR
Management and coordination of
Youth Service Bureau along with
staff assistance and ongoing
llais.o n to area pollee, social
service agency, village
governments, community groups
and advisory boards. M .A. with 1
to 2 years experience required.
JN-21-SC
TWO FIELD WORKERS
Respons ibiliti es
Include :
Individual, family and group
counseling, liaison with area
police departments, recruitment
and supervision of volunteer
counselors. B.A. with 1 to 2 years
experience required.
JN·16-SC
INSURANCE SALESMAN . No
specific degree; Mortgage,
Business, Health, etc. Work in
south suburbs or anywhere in
Chi cago.
JN.15-BC
ENGINEER · (M.E ., Civil,
Chemical, E.E., or Nuclear)
Located in Idaho.

FOR SALE. Polaroid Camera.
Model 103. leather carrying case.
outdoor lens, Polaroid timer.
flash attachment. like new. $35.
call 747-0904 or GUS ext. 2420.
WILL CARE FOR CHILD in my
home (Park Forest South) Mon-Fri. Days only. Experienced,
reasonable. Call 534-5783.
Wanted: 4-door family c.a r, full
size. Will accept station wagon.
Call 480-6786 or ext. 2lS8.
There is a position open for the
EAS Student Assistant Dean.
Must be an EAS student to
qualify. Some committee work

re~~.Y.J9.-:.If"~llJro ~~-.-IJ~Jn.~f5.;filtd· Jtitcbelrl1lad; baUI,,~~ EeRtlSoU.E:..,ll966: · MASEBAJ:l.!• ·~~ -apartineilf.· ·Matte5on:' ciir •~nvot'l~.tMust,a.J &ble•v.Mr~~ .

weeks. Guaranteed 7Hh near South Shore Drive.
litter trained. <:all Jean Kalwa at Older, well-maintained "L''
ext. 2326 or 757-4969.
shaped bldg. call 374-1239.

747. 0258 after 5 PM.

hours per week. Interested
persons contact Mtke Steele, or
Peter Fenner.
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required of aU Graduate students. Students registering
for an independent study with Dr. Whitaker need her
consent. her signature and a proposal listing the
competencies to be achieved. At the time this article
is being written none of the above has been
accomplished. And No work has been handed in to Dr.
Whitaker.
Since when does asking for responsible behavior
from class members resemble insulting and
humiliating a student? You made no mention of the
fact that through her abusive verbage the student
interrupted the class many times.
Without proper knowledge the reporter is leading the
reader to believe the student was atrested without
provocation. We are witnesses to the fact that this was
not the case.
Dr. . Whitaker fuiHilled her agreement. She
committed ~ to teach only 2 units and for the
month of May only. Due to Administrative error her
class was scheduled for 4 units and for the months of
May and June.
It is revealing that in your sexist charges you are
placing the responsibility for the error of a male
administrator on the shoulders of a female faculty
member. It seems ironic that after years of
accusations against Dr. Whitaker for overprotecting
women and showing favoritism toward them . you
should now perceive her as a "sexist Pig." Do you
really mean to use such a vulgar term in reference to
Dr. Whitaker or is this your misplaced aggression.

Having listened to several of Dr. Whitaker's widely
attended commllJ!ity conferences as well as GSU
lectures we can confidently define her perception of
sisterhood as follows: "Providing women with the
opportunities to reach their potential in dignity and
with respect of others." Sisterhood also means
support! Support of others, male or female, does not
mean giving away academic credit.

India Workshop Date Change
THE INDIA WORKSHOP of
Governors State University on explorations in seH, culture, and communication will be December 17, 1975 to
January 11, 1976, a change from this
summer as previously announced.
The workshop is designed to give the
participants opportunities to learn how
culture affects interpersonal and intercultural commlDlication; to identify
cultural sources and · models for
psychological and spiritual well being.
The workshop will be coordinated by
Dr. Tulsi Saral (Ph.D. University of
Illinois) and Dr. Jagdish Dave (Ph.D.
University of Chicago). Dr. Saral and
Dr. Dave have had extensive teaching
experiences in institutions of higher
education in India and the U.S.A. They
have offered workshops and seminars
in personal, interpersonal and
intercultural awareness in classrooms,
communities and conferences.
Further information about the India
workshop may be obtained from Dr.
Saral, professor of Communication
Science at the Governors State
University, Park Forest South, Dlinois
60466, whose telpbone number is (312)
534-5000, ext. 2.'l95.

The experiential workshop will be
offered at three internationally known
centers in India: Shantiniketan (West
Bengal) , Gujarat Vidyapith (Gujarat
State) and Auroville (Pondicherry).
The workshop will last 25 days.
The first three days will be spent at
Governors State University campus
and will be devoted to theoretical and
experiential orientation to the
workshop. Participants will get
theoretical - imput on culture and
communication, Indian philosophy and
other specific areas of study. Participants will have opportunities of
staying with Indian families
representing the regions where the
three institutions are located. Participants will select one of the three
institutions and stay about three weeks
in the selected institution. During the
last week in India, they may visit
places of educational, cultural and
historical interest or they may extend
their stay if they wish to go so. During
the last phase of the workshop the
partipants will meet together for
assimilating, sharing and evaluating
their learning experiences.

To submit a faculty member to your verbal abuses
without factual documentation is pure idiocy.
As one BPS Male student has said having heard the
issues involved: "Strong arm tactics and lowering of
academic standards is very reminiscent of Nazi
Germany? The next step is burning the books !"
Ms. Joan A. Healy
Ms. Martha Scott

University Seek
New Vice President
A PERSON IS BEING SOUGHT for the new position
of assistant vice president for community services at
Governors State University.
Female and minority candidates will be given high
priority. The university is an affirmative action , NEB ULA wi~l be appearing at Jimmy D's July 20, from 8 till midemployer. Closing date for applications is July 10.
nigh~.
F or an ev e ning of top entertainment, come on by and
boog~e.
From left is vocalist Cari O ' Con ner, Billy Salter on
Inquiries and resumes may be directed to the
chairman of the search committee, Dr. .Virginio L. drums, Palmer Freed, pianist, and Paul Parker, bass guitar.
Piucci. vice president for research and innovation, Not present is Sunny Cox, saxaphone, and Tom Stober, lead guiGovernors State University, Park Forest South, Ill. tar .
60466.

The assistant vice president for community services
will be responsible to the vice president for community
services, and will be responsible for internal

coordination and communication in the community
se.rvice programs, will be director or the GSU human
services resources program, and will assist in the
supervision of student and project staff. The person
selected will receive an academic appointment and
will do some teaching.
The person holding the post must be committed to a
cooperative approach to community service,
supportive of affirmative action and the open
philosophy of GSU. Strength in interpersonal relations
is required as well as the capacity to work with and
gain the confidence of the wide variety of
constituencies within and without the university.
A person with a doctorate is preferred, with
background in such fields as adult education, social
psychology, community development, social work, or
any field which is concerned with direct service to
communities by educational institutions.
Dr . .Mary Ella Robertson, educator and business
executive, became university vice president for
community services at GSU last year. Formerly with
Loyola University in Chicago, she is on the board of
directors of John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance
Company and on the board of trustees of the Catholic
University of America.
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